PROJECT PROFILE

WVU Milan Puskar Stadium Renovations
Morgantown, WV

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER: ADS Sports & Recreation, Morgantown, WV
CONTRACTOR: Panasonic Corporation of North America

PROJECT SCOPE:
- The renovations include the addition of required ADA seating around the perimeter of the stadium; new luxury box seating complete with in-box heaters, TVs, and speakers; a 25% increase in available concession windows and restroom facilities; in-building storage for removable seat back sales; and a team store space for purchasing WVU merchandise. Also included in the renovations are an increase in the available gates into the stadium with new entrances added to both the north and south sides of the stadium. The east side of the renovation project will be open for the upcoming 2016 season and the west side plans to open in time for the 2017 season.

PROJECT COMPLETION: 2016